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EYFS
Summer 1 2023
In the Jungle

Literacy

Descriptions of 
jungle animals.
Writing facts 
about animals. 

Understanding the World

Respecting and protecting the environment.
Explaining similarities and differences between life 
in this country and life in other countries.
Exploring the natural world around them in Forest 
Schools.

PSED

Turn taking and playing cooperatively.
Being confident to try new activities, showing 
independence, resilience and perseverance in the 
face of challenges.
Showing sensitivity to their own needs and the 
needs of others.

Physical Development 

Making paper plate animals using collaging.
Practising cutting and sticking making paper 
chain snakes.
Negotiating space and obstacles safely.

Maths

Spatial awareness/positional language.
Counting patterns 10-20.
Counting patterns beyond 20.
Addition from counting on.
Subtraction from counting back.
Length, height and distance.

Communication and Language

Listening to stories about jungle animals.
Making predictions about why things might 
happen.
Vocabulary: jungle, animal, habitat, temperature, 
climate

Expressive Art and Design

Learning about and using different textures. 
Class composition of music for a jungle.
Performing songs, rhymes, poems and stories.
Inventing jungle stories through play.
Jungle artwork.
Mudpie Arts drama.



Year 1
Summer 1 

2023
In the Jungle

Music

Identifying instruments.
Using instruments to make different sounds.
Contributing ideas to a class or group 
composition linked to the jungle.

Science

Identifying, naming and classifying different 
animals.
Describing the structure of a variety of animals.
Identifying different habitats that animals live 
in. 
Identifying animals that are carnivores, 
herbivores and omnivores and what this means. 
Identifying the seasonal changes of Spring.

Computing

Inputting algorithms to programme a BeeBot 
to move

Art

Exploring features of a jungle and creating 
3D art using texture.

PE

Athletic skills - jumping, running and throwing

PSHE

Discussing how to respect and care for others.
Discuss what it means to belong to a group.
Discussing why it is important to protect the 
environment. 

Geography

Name and locate the world’s seven continents 
and five oceans 
Understand that a world map shows all the 
countries in the world.

Key Text:
Big Book of 

Beasts
Gorilla 



Year 2
Summer 1 

2023
In the JungleMusic

Naming and grouping instruments.
Selecting instruments for the desired sound. 
Contributing ideas to a class or group composition 
linked to the jungle.

Science

Identifying, naming and classifying different animals.
Describing and comparing the structure of a variety of 
animals.
Describing the basic needs of animals and how their 
habitats meet these needs.
Identifying and describing the diet of different animals 
and representing this with a food chain. 
Describing the seasonal changes of Spring, going into 
Summer. 

Computing

Inputting algorithms to programme a BeeBot to move.
Debugging algorithms when a BeeBot does not move 
correctly. 

Art

Exploring features of a jungle and creating 3D art 
using texture.

PSHE

Discussing how to respect and care for others and 
why it is important.
Discuss what it means to belong to a group and give 
examples.
Discussing why it is important to respect and protect 
the environment, giving examples of how their choices 
can impact on the environment. 

PE

Athletic skills - jumping, running and throwing 
effectively and in different ways

DT

Name, locate and identify characteristics of the four 
countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom 
and its surrounding seas
Identify the location of hot and cold areas of the 
world in relation to the Equator and the North and 
South Poles.

Key Text:
Big Book of 

Beasts
Gorilla 


